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This completes the connection of the solutions at the
interior boundary.

VII. CONCLUSION

Here we have given the first complete nonstatic
solution, holding from E=O to R= ~, representing an
isolated spherically symmetric nonstatic distribution
radiating out energy. There are two boundaries, the
interior one and the exterior one, but we have been able
to give a line-element whose coeS.cients are continuous
throughout from R =0 to R= ao. It has already been

proved by the author' that in the case of a distribution
with the line-element

ds' = e"dR' R—'(de'+s—in'Odyl)+ e"dT'

the continuity of g„„alone is su%.cient to insure that
the total mass of the isolated distribution is conserved.

The solution discussed in detail in the last section
shows that the corresponding material distribution is
contracting, dR,/dT being negative. But m;/R, is a
constant, m; being the mass of the distribution as ob-
served from its external gravitational field. So the
newtonian gravitational potential energy of the interior
distribution remains constant and the contraction
therefore is not gravitational. It seems to be a purely
relativistic eGect. The radiating distribution loses
energy and so its mass decreases. But if m;/R; is to
remain a constant, then E; must also decrease. This
may explain the contraction.

Some of the particular solutions derived here have
suggested the existence of a new class of solutions of
Einstein's field equation. These solutions would repre-
sent non-isolated spherically symmetric distributions
absorbing energy from the cosmos. These are at present
being investigated.
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The disagreement between the distributions in 6ssion fragment mass and ionization is attributed to a
variation in ionization yield with fragment mass and to a dispersion arising from such effects as neutron
recoil and instrumental errors of ionization measurement. After the effects of dispersion in the available
data of fragments from U~ slow neutron 6ssion are taken into account, the variation in ionization yield
is estimated from the remaining disagreement in distributions. For the most probable 6ssion asymmetry,
the energy-ionization ratio of light fragments is found to be approximately 3.7 percent less than for heavy
fragments.

I. INTRODUCTION

A RECENT analysis' of the ionization produced by
slow, heavy particles indicates that appreciable

kinetic energy is lost to recoiling gas atoms having a
reduced ionization eKciency. The resulting increase in
the energy-ionization rate dE/dI as the heavy particle
is stopped accounts for the ionization defect, the dif-
ference between the actual energy of the particle and
the energy determined from the total ionization on the
basis of w =dE/dI of fast particles. Since the ionization
defect increases with the mass of the particle, it is
expected that m~, the energy-ionization ratio obtained
for complete stopping of a heavy fission fragment, is
greater than el, of a light fragment.

Any direct measure of ml, and mII would require
measurements of both the ionization and energy of
individual fragments. Because fission fragments do not
all have the same kinetic energy, mass and eBective

* Work performed in the Ames Laboratory of the AEC.
f Details of this analysis are contained in ISC 98.
f Now at Los Alamos Scienti6c Laboratory, Los Alamos, New

Mexico.
' Knipp, Leachman, and Ling, Phys. Rev. 80, 478 (1950).

charge, energy measurements of individual fragments
by such means as calorimetry, magnetic deQection or
electrostatic deQection have not been feasible. From the
momentum condition of fission and the measured mass
distribution, however, the distribution in the rela(inc
kinetic energies of the complementary light and heavy
fragments can be determined quite accurately. In this
investigation, a comparison of this energy ratio dis-
tribution with the corresponding ionization ratio dis-
tribution" is used to determine indirectly wr, /wrr for
the slow neutron fission of U'".

II. COMPARISON OF DISTRIBUTIONS

Method

Using double "back-to-back" ionization chambers,
both Brunton and Hanna' and Deutsch and Ramsey4
have made coincidence measurements of the number
of ion pairs Ir, and Ilr (subscripts L and II always refer

' Plutonium Project, Revs. Modern Phys. 18, 513 (1946).' D. C. Brunton and G. C. Hanna, Can. J. Research A28, 190
(1950).

4M. Deutsch and M. Ramsey, MDDC 945 (1946) (unpub-
lished).
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ionization ratio distribution of higher ratios due to a
decrease of wz/wrz with mass ratio.

In the quantitative determinations of the dispersion
and of the decrease of wz/wH with mass, it is important
to distinguish between the energy distributions and the
ionization distribution being compared. The ionizctioes
II, and I~ are experimental data and so include the
effects of dispersion. As such, they are representative of
the ionizaIiorz energies wrIz and wrrIH. The ionization
energies are distinguished from the ink'ial energies EI,
and E~ by the erect of dispersion, an initial energy
being deviated into a larger or smaller ionization energy
by the dispersion. Correspondingly, the distribution
P(R) in the ionization energy ratio R=wrIz/wHIrr
differs from Prz(Rrr) by the effect of dispersion and
from Pz(Rz) by the variation in wz/wrz. Since in this
paper all distributions and dispersions are normalized
to unity, the relation between Pz(Rz) and P(R) is

I.50

pc{Re)

~ ~
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P(R) =
~

dRrzD, (RE, R)Pg(Rrz),
0

and between P(R) and Pz(Rr) is
Fio. 1. Ratio distributions for fragments from U'35 slow neutron

fission. The ionization and energy ratio distributions, I'I(RI) and
P~(R~), are based on experimental data; the ionization energy
ratio distribution E(R) is calculated.

to the complementary light and heavy fragments)
formed as 6ssion fragments are stopped in a gas mixture
of argon plus a few percent of carbon dioxide. From
these data is obtained the distribution Pr(Rr) in the
ionization ratio Rz=Iz/Irz shown in Fig. 1. Ionization
data in this form can be compared directly with the only
available energy data, the distribution Prr(RE) ob-
tained from the fission momentum relation RE= Ez/Err
=mrr/mz, . Although mz and mrr are the fragment
masses before neutron emission, the distribution in
mrr/mz can be obtained from the distribution in the
measured' final masses (masses after neutron emission)

by correcting for the mass of the emitted neutrons.
Using the assumption that 1.25 neutrons are emitted
from each fragment, an assumption that is later seen
to give only a small error, together with representative
points from the mass yield curve, we obtain the ap-
proximate Pz(Rrz) shown in Fig. 1.

The considerable difference between the ionization
ratio data Pz(Rz) and the corresponding energy ratio
data Pz(Rrz), a difference much larger than the experi-
mental uncertainties of the measurements, ' is assumed
to be due to, first, a broadening of Prr(Rz) by the
energy dispersion arising from instrumental errors of
ionization measurement and from recoil due to the
emission of prompt neutrons and, second, an expansion
of this dispersed energy ratio distribution into an

5 The points in the peak of the Brunton and Hanna ionization
ratio distribution represent 1.2(10') observations. According to
M. S. Freedman and E. P. Steinberg (CC 3420), most of the
points of the Plutonium Project yield curve have a precision of
about Gve percent.

or
Pz(Rr) =P(R) [(wz/wH)+ nRr j

rzr R

dRzPz(Rr) =
) dRP(R),

1 1

(2)

where in Eq. (1) D„(Rz, R) is the distribution in the
energy ratio deviation (R—Rz) and in Eq. (2)
n = [d(wz/wrr)/rIRr]. Equation (2) follows from the rela-
tions Pr(Rz)dRr P(R)dR and——R= (wz/wrz)Rr

The treatment of the distributions consists of, first,
a calculation of P(R) using an estimated dispersion
D„(Rz, R) in Eq. (1) and, second, a determination of
wr/wrr by a comparison of P(R) and Pr(Rr) by Eqs. (2)
or (3).

The Dispersion Width

The determination of the dispersion function D„(RE,R)
is aided by a comparison of Pz(R&) and Pz(Rr) in the
region of symmetrical fission, where the slight diGerence
in complementary fragment masses minimizes the eGect
of the variations in ml, and m~. In this region, it is to
be expected6 that the energy-ionization ratio is a slowly
varying function of the hssion asymmetry, such that
wz/wrz as a function of Rz linearly approaches unity as
El approaches unity. On this basis, we require

wz/wrz 1+a(Rz —1), a = constant, (4)

in the region of symmetrical hssion, where the de-
pendence of wz/wrr on such other factors as the total
energy E=EJ.+E~ and the nuclear charge division is
neglected. It is seen that the requirements on D„(Rz, R)
are that it disperse P&(Rrz) by Eq. (1) into a P(R)

' N. Bohr, Kgl. Danske Vid. Sels. Math. -Fys. Medd. 18, No. 8
(1948).
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which, when compared with Pz(Rz) by Eqs. (2) or (3),
satisfies the symmetrical fission requirements on wz/wzz
stated in Eq. (4).

Since the limited available data and the lack of
sensitivity of this method make a completely ana-
lytical determination of D,(Rzz, R) impractical, the
method is used only to estimate the width of an assumed
dispersion function. %'hile it is not simple to anticipate
directly the form of D,(Rs, R), it does seem reasonable
that the form of the energy dispersions Dz, (Ez„wzJz, )
and Dzz(Ezz, wzzIzz) in the light and heavy fragments
should each be nearly gaussian. As illustrated in Fig. 2,
these fragment energy dispersions combine into an
energy ratio dispersion D„(Rzz, R) and a total energy
dispersion Dr(E, wzJ z+wzzI'zz) through the geometric
combination of the fragment energy deviations el, ——m JJ~—EI. and e~=zoIIIII —EH into the energy ratio devia-
tion r =E—Eg and the total energy deviation e=mljl.
+a~I~—E. By this analysis it can be shown that
gaussian energy dispersions having energy deviations
ef. and eH negligible compared to EI. and EH combine
into a gaussian ratio dispersion and a gaussian total
energy dispersion.

Various trial values of the ratio dispersion width br

(all widths are full widths at half maximum) have been
used in Eq. (1) with the gaussian dispersion

Eg WHl H

HEAVY FRAGMENT ENERGY

—R =RWL

WH

e„

D„(Rs, R) ~ expL —(4)(0.69) I(R&—R)/S'il'j

to obtain the trial P(R) distributions shown for the
region of symmetrical 6ssion in Fig. 3. In order to
determine the most suitable dispersion width, these trial
ionization energy ratio distributions P(R) were com-
pared with Pz(Rz) by Eq. (2). The width br=0. 10 was
found to be too narrow; n fluctuated from a large
positive value near symmetrical 6ssion to negative
values at greater ratios. The width br=0. 18 was found
to be too broad; n was a large negative value near sym-
metrical 6ssion but small at greater ratios. The width
br=0. 14 with its consequent ~—0.10 was found to
give the least fluctuation. The disagreement at I.025
in Fig. 3 is either due to inadequate data or to the use
of a dispersion function with too large a tail.

Variation of wz/wzz

In order to apply D„(Rz, R) to all degrees of asym-
metry, its change in width with 6ssion asymmetry
must be determined. An estimate of the possible ex-
tremes of this asymmetry dependence is possible by
assuming that the dispersion is predominantly due to
either (1) instrumental errors or (2) neutron recoil. The
characteristics of the true dispersion is expected to be
between these extremes. With the extreme (1), the
widths of the fragment energy dispersions Dl. and D~
are expected to be nearly equal and constant. It can be
shown that under these conditions &' varies as
(Rs'+1)&(Rs+1)/E. On the other hand, the e8ect of
the recoil of an isotropic emission of neutrons from the

FIG. 2. Illustration of the energy quantities associated tvvith

two complementary fragments. Deviations change the initial
energy quantities (solid lines) into ionization energy quantities
(dotted lines}. Possible dispersion functions of deviations are
sketched.

moving fragments increases the width of Dz as (Rs)1
and decreases the width of Dzz as (Rzz) & On this ba. sis,
8r varies as (2Rx)&(Rx+1)/E for the extreme (2). These
extremes result in P(R) distributions that differ insig-
ni6cantly.

%hen the symmetrical ission gaussian dispersion
width br =0.14varying within the above extremes is used
in Eq. (1), the P(R) distribution in Fig. 1 is obtained.
When compared with Pz(Rz) by Eq. (3), this calculated
P(R) results in the approximate variation of wz/wzz
shown in Fig. 4.

III. DISCUSSION

The variation of wz/wH in Fig. 4 can be used with the
assumption that the ionization defects b, ~ and h~ vary
roughly as the fragment mass to obtain an estimate of
the ionization defect. From the definition of the ioniza-
tion defects

AI =K III—R'IL, , A~= K ~IH —KIH

it follows that

wz 1+(6&/wI&)

wzz 1+(Azz/wIzz)

from which it is found that the total ionization defect
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TABLE I.Comparison of the energy distribution widths including
dispersion with energy widths (without dispersion) calculated on
the basis of the estimated dispersion being due predominantly to
either {1)instrumental errors or (2} neutron recoil. Data are for
the slow neutron 6ssion of U '.
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Fio. 3. Comparison of ratio distributions near symmetrical
fission of U~'. The trial P(R) distributions were obtained by
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Fxo. 4. Curve of the relative energy ionization ratio for
light and heavy fragments.

' M. C. Henderson, Phys. Rev. 58, 774 (1940}.

for the most probable fission asymmetry is about 6 or
7 Mev. Since this essentially is energy unobserved as
ionization, it should be added to the 155.8-Mev ioniza-
tion chamber measurement' of the average kinetic
energy of fission, bringing it into better agreement with
the 165&8-Mev calorimetric measurement. 7 This es-
timate of the total ionization defect should be compared
with the value of 6.7 Mev calculated' from properties
of the recoil gas atoms.

Other estimates of the magnitude of the components
of the dispersion are in reasonable agreement with the
width determined here by distribution comparison. The
width II)r= 0.14 corresponds to an 8.i-Mev symmetrical
fission dispersion width of Dl, and D~. These fragment

energy dispersions are composed of the 2.5- and 5-Mev
channel widths used by Brunton and Hanna, the
several other additional ionization chamber instru-

Light fragment energy
Heavy fragment energy
Total energy at Rq=1.2
Total energy at RI=1.5
Total energy at RI= 2.0

12 Mev
20
30
20
15

8.8 Mev
18.3
27.7
16.4
9.6

7.0 Mev
18.8
27.7
16.1
8.3

R. R. Wilson, Phys. Rev. 72, 189 {1947}.
'DeBenedetti, Francis, Preston, and Bonner, Phys. Rev. 74,

1645 {1948).

mental errors of less than 2-Mev width and the con-
tribution of neutron recoil. On the basis of the average
neutron energy found by wilson, the recoil energies of
the fragments are +2.4(Rz) I Mev and &2.4(Rz) I Mev
for the backward and forward emission of a neutron
from the light and heavy fragments, respectively. The
combination of these estimated components results in
a composite energy dispersion width somewhat less than
that obtained by distribution comparison.

Although the determination of the dispersion by dis-
tribution comparison is not precise, it is interesting to
note that the energy distributions observed by ioniza-
tion are appreciably narrowed when this dispersion is
removed by calculation. The calculated energy widths
(widths without dispersion) in Table I are based on the
approximation that all dispersions and distributions are
gaussian in form.

Any explanation of the difference between Pz(Rz)
and Pr(Rr) based on the assumption of a unity value
of wr, /wz for asymmetric 6ssion requires the use of a
decidedly asymmetric dispersion function. This possi-
bility seems very unlikely in view of the nature of the
instrumental errors and the measurements of DeBene-
detti et a/. ,

' which show that neutron emission from
the moving fragments is not strongly preferential in
direction. Actually, since any variation in the number
of neutrons emitted per fragment tends to broaden the
true Pz(Rz) into the approximate distribution based on
fragment mass measurements, the true difference
between Pz(Rz) and Pr(Rr) can be slightly larger than
indicated by the approximate Pz(Rz) in Fig. 1. By
taking 0.5 as a reasonable estimate of the dispersion
width in the number of neutrons emitted per fragment,
we find that the resulting mass ratio dispersion width
of 0.01 broadens the true Pz(Rz) by an amount small

compared to the estimated energy dispersion width of
0.14.
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